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Unified approach to thickness-driven magnetic reorientation transitions
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The magnetic structure of wedge-shaped Co/Au~111! films has been analyzed in the thickness range of
around five monolayers where a reorientation transition takes place. The detection of two critical thicknesses
with an apparently new phase in between them can be understood by evoking general considerations of
stability and coexistence of phases. The analysis in terms of thickness-driven evolution in the anisotropy space
of the system leads to the determination of the surface anisotropy constants of first and second order in a most
direct and consistent manner.@S0163-1829~97!11305-4#
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The experimental investigation of the magnetic reorien
tion transition in ultrathin films has been one of the challen
ing issues in recent times.1 Unluckily, in most of the experi-
ments techniques have been used which cannot de
spatial information, whereby the magnetic microstructure
been excluded from consideration. Nonresolved domain
the reorientation thickness might induce the misleading c
clusion of the existence of nonmagnetic states and thus i
distortion of the information about the reorientation as h
already been discussed.2 In addition, when an external mag
netic field is applied at the reorientation thickness, the fi
can be driven into metastable states decaying into a mult
main configuration which exhibits strongly temperatu
dependent relaxation constants.3 Only a few studies have
been performed which approach the reorientation transi
with emphasis on the evaluation of the microstructure.4–6 It
seems that the difficulties in measuring, computing, and
terpreting the micromagnetic structure in ultrathin films ha
made the connection with fundamental considerations of
bility obscure. In this paper, we report the detection of t
critical thicknesses and an apparently new phase in betw
them by spatially resolved experimental observations on
Au~111! films. We demonstrate that a general interpre
tional scheme provides for the consistent understanding
these findings, whereby the regime between the two crit
thicknesses is identified as a state of the coexistence o
and out-of-plane magnetization alignments. The three m
ingredients of the proposed fundamental approach are
stability analysiswhich determines the structure of the a
isotropy space, theanisotropy-flow conceptwhich provides
general insights into the possible types of behavior of
system, and thephenomenological ansatzfor the thickness
dependence of surface anisotropy. The scheme leads to
straightforward calculation of the first and second anisotro
constants. In its entirety, the approach represents an alte
tive method for measuring surface anisotropies with h
accuracy.
550163-1829/97/55~5!/2752~4!/$10.00
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We analyzed the micromagnetic structure by means of
scanning electron microscope with polarization analy
~SEMPA! which allows a complete vector analysis of th
orientation of the magnetization.7 The films are grown on
single-crystal Au~111! samples by electron beam evapor
tion at room temperature. After deposition, the Co film
annealed to achieve a smoothening of the surface.6,8 After
this procedure, a well-defined domain structure is obtain
which exhibits features of a configuration suggested by c
siderations of magnetostatic equilibrium.6 Due to the wedge-
shaped sample structure, the thickness dependence o
magnetic microstructure can be directly visualized.

Figure 1 presents the vertical and in-plane magnetiza
of the Co/Au~111! wedge in the thickness range where t
spin reorientation takes place. The images in Figs. 1~b! and
1~c! were taken simultaneously, utilizing the advantage
the two-component polarization analysis, and refer to the
main structure of the indicated magnetization compone
The image in Fig. 1~a! was generated by superposing ana
gous images as shown in Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!. Domain struc-
ture with vertical orientation of the magnetization can
seen on the low-thickness side@left-hand side~LHS! of the
image#. The vertically magnetized state extends up to
thickness where a rapid decrease in the size of the dom
can be observed. On the RHS, domains with dominantly
plane magnetization are found. Obviously, what one dete
in the intermediate region which appears as a gap~a grey-
zone regime! is the reorientation transition itself without an
recognizable domain structure in the image. On the lo
thickness side, the grey zone follows immediately after
breakdown of the vertically magnetized domains.6 A detailed
high-resolution investigation reveals that in the grey-zo
thickness regime domains of the size of 300–500 nm wit
vertical magnetization component can be found. The cont
gets weaker with increasing thickness. In the in-plane co
ponent, domains of greater extension with deteriorating c
trast can be found. The contrast increases slightly with thi
ness. The total signal, investigated by line scans, is stron
2752 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 2753BRIEF REPORTS
reduced~by 60–70 %! in comparison with the polarization
values obtained in the domains on either side of the tra
tion regime; this feature will be discussed elsewhere, sinc
this stage we cannot present a complete explanation of
microstructure in this thickness regime. However, the sit
tion changes considerably after the application of a vert
external field. Now the films are converted to a sing
domain configuration of vertical magnetization which pe
sists up to the high-thickness limit of the grey-zone regim
Hence, the regime with vertical magnetization is extended
higher thicknesses~with full polarization signal! as com-
pared with the situation before applying a magnetic field.
that case the reorientation turns out to be abrupt and a fli
the magnetization takes place in a very narrow thickn
range which can be seen in Fig. 2. Figure 2~a! shows the

FIG. 1. Domain structures in a Co wedge on Au~111! in the
thickness range around the reorientation. The lower panel disp
the domains obtained with a vertical and in-plane orientations
magnetization, respectively.~a! was created by adding two simila
images with slightly different magnification: The LHS shows ver
cal domains; the RHS shows in-plane domains; in between the
a portion with a nonexistent or, at most, shallow structure~grey
zone!. In that part, no clear in- or out-of-plane magnetization can
found. The Co thickness varies from three to six monolayers ac
the field of the image~112.5mm3112.5mm!. The thickness in-
creases in a direction slightly tilted downwards from left to rig
~see arrow!.
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wedge after a vertical magnetic field had been applied
then turned off. The field was oriented so as to create a w
domain in our image. As mentioned above, this proced
drives the vertically magnetized state up to the limit at high
thicknesses and the transition appears to be sharp. In
2~b!, the same section of the wedge is shown after it h
been heated to 470 K. The elevated temperature cause
magnetized state to collapse again. A grey zone is form
exactly below the thickness where the flip happens to oc
in Fig. 2~a!. Domains are created at the low-thickness end
the grey zone, i.e., at the thickness where the vertical m
netization disappears~not resolved here!. Obviously, the
magnetostatic energy contribution brings about the reem
gence of a small-domain equilibrium configuration. Hen
the grey region in Fig. 2~b! is in the same state of magnet
zation as discussed above for the film which had not b
magnetized~Fig. 1!. The results presented in Fig. 2 refle
directly the relative positions of the individual critical thick
nesses appearing in the different states of the Co/Au~111!
film system and indicate the metastable character of
single-domain configuration.

There is no doubt that it is the strong thickness dep
dence of anisotropy which underlies the above phenome
The competition between bulk, surface, and dipolar aniso
pies requires that the problem be examined against its na
background and this is theanisotropy spaceof the system.
The latter is spanned by the anisotropy constants of the
tem which appear in the expression for the anisotropy f
energyFA . For the case of an ultrathin film,FA is

FA5K̃1sin
2u1K2sin

4u, ~1!

whereu is the angle between the normal to the surfacen and
the direction of the magnetizationM , while K̃1 incorporates
the shape anisotropy:

K̃1[K122pM2. ~2!

The reference state forFA is the one withM uu n. Clearly,
one has to deal with a two-dimensional anisotropy sp
with K̃15K̃1(d,T) andK25K2(d,T). The description of the
effects of higher-order anisotropies has a long history
bulk systems, but it is only recently that their importance
the magnetic behavior of ultrathin films has be
recognized.9–13 In particular, the method of the torsion osci
lation magnetometry has been used for the first time in R
11 and 12 to deduce the higher-order surface anisotropy
stant.

The anisotropy space has a definite structure which is
duced by the existence of phases with different easy axes
is determined in a standard stability analysis ofFA . The
three possible phases with, correspondingly, vertical,
plane, and canted easy axes are delineated by thick line
Fig. 3. In the fourth quadrant of the anisotropy space, th
existsa region of coexistencefor the vertical and in-plane
phases~shaded region in Fig. 3! which means that hereFA
has two local minima corresponding to the two compet
phases. At the lineK252K̃1, the local minima are equally
deep. The line in the anisotropy space where the shallo
minimum ceases to exist defines the boundary of abso
instability of the corresponding metastable phase. Thus
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2754 55BRIEF REPORTS
the fourth quadrantK̃150 andK252K̃1/2 define the ulti-
mate boundaries for the vertical and in-plane phases, res
tively ~Fig. 3!.

Having found the structure of the anisotropy space fo
given free-energy expression in a rather general way, one
now imagine that varying one of the relevant paramet
thickness or temperature with the other one held fixed wo
force the system evolve along a specific trajectory. T
anisotropy-flow concept has been suggested in the conte
bulk single-ion anisotropy.14 In order to make the concep
quantitative, one needs to know the explicit dependence
Ki on the driving parameter which isd in the experiments we
report. This is provided by the widely used phenomenolo
cal ansatz1,15

K1~d,T!5K1b~T!1
K1s~T!

d
, ~3!

K2~d,T!5K2b~T!1
K2s~T!

d
. ~4!

The subscriptb stands for bulk, whiles labels the sum of
surface and interface contributions toK1 andK2. Eliminat-
ing d, one is left with a simple linear equation describing t
trajectory of the system under a thickness-driven evolutio

FIG. 2. Domain structure in a Co wedge on Au~111!. The im-
ages show the vertical magnetization distribution. The magn
microstructure was investigated in zero field~small residual fields
cannot be excluded!. Thickness increases from left to right~3.6 –
5.2 monolayers!. The size of the images is 458.5mm3217mm. ~a!
was obtained after an external field had been applied. The br
part is a single-domain configuration with vertically oriented ma
netization. The darker part to the right is due to in-plane magn
zation as proved by vector analysis of the polarization detection~b!
shows the same section of the wedge after the wedge had
heated. A grey zone emerges to the left of the former transitio
~a!. This portion is the same transition regime as in Fig. 1~c!. The
borderlines of this regime are marked by the vertical lines;
relevant points are labeled as in Fig. 3~c!.
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K25aK̃11b, ~5!

where the slope and the intercept are given by

a5K2s /K1s , ~6!

b5~K2bK1s2K2sK1b12pK2sM
2!/K1s . ~7!

An immediategeneric classificationof the possible physica
processes results by observing that, depending on whe
the interceptb is positive, negative, or zero, different sc
narios for the reorientation of magnetization with varyin
thickness would occur. The full description involves a defi
ing set of inequalities specifying the signs of botha andb.
Here we concentrate on the scenario relevant to the obse
peculiarities for our Co/Au~111! films.

The central issue for the understanding of our experim
tal results is their projection onto the anisotropy space.
virtue of the experiment, with or without external suppo
from a vertical magnetic field, after switching off the fie
there is no life for the phase with vertical magnetization b
yond the thickness corresponding to the rightmost margin
Fig. 2. By the theory, there is no life of either stable
metastable type for vertical magnetization in the left ha
plane of the (K̃1 ,K2) space. Hence, the experimentally d
termined margin corresponds to the crosspointR of the an-
isotropy trajectory with theK2 axis. There remains the
question of whether the crosspoint is for a positive or a ne
tive value ofK2 and the experiment provides for the answ
since a second critical thickness is found atlower thick-
nesses. By the flow concept, lower thicknesses are boun
the right half-plane. Peculiarities involving any phase oth
than the vertical one can only be found in the fourth quadr
where the shaded region of coexistence reigns~Fig. 3!.
Hence, the linear anisotropy flow proceeds via the fou
quadrant and thus, inevitably, via the ‘‘shaded regime’’
Fig. 3. As a result of this combined reasoning, one come
realize that the observed patterns of magnetization of Fig
are equivalent to a snapshot of the whole trajectory over
range of thickness variation along the wedge.

Altogether, the wedge-shaped geometry enables on
probe at once the thickness-driven evolution. At smalld, the
system starts from within the vertical phase and evol
along the linear trajectoryAZ upon increasing the thicknes
~Fig. 3!. Its portionPR within the state of coexistence co
responds to the grey zone discussed in connection with
experimental findings. If a vertical magnetic field had be
applied, the vertical competitor is boosted to its border
absolute instability at the expense of the in-plane phase;
the system is effectively bound to one of the free-ene
minima and would not leave it until it disappears for a ce
tain sufficiently large critical thicknessdR . This corresponds
to the right border of the white monodomain image in F
2~a! and to the pointR in Fig. 3. After heating, the in-plane
phase reemerges in the whole region of coexistence up t
own border of absolute instability at a smaller critical thic
nessdP,dR . Hence, the width of the grey zone reproduc
exactly the width of the transition and this corresponds to
segmentPR of the trajectory in Fig. 3.16

Now that the one-to-one correspondence between the
diagram and its experimental snapshot is established, on
in the position to proposea new method for the experiment
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measurement of the surface anisotropy constants of first
second order. To this end, one examines together the anis
ropy equations for the end pointsP andR:

K̃1~dR!50, K2~dP!52K̃1~dP!/2, ~8!

wheredR2dP gives the width of the transition and theT
dependence has been suppressed, since both equations
to the sameT. The unknown quantities in Eqs.~8! areK1s
andK2s , the rest coming from readingdP and dR off the
image in Fig. 2 and from assuming thatK1b ,K2b , andM

FIG. 3. The anisotropy space of the system. Stability analy
produces the structure~three possible phases as inscribed!. The in-
plane and vertical phases are metastable across the common b
~shaded region!. The thickness-driven flows are linear@Eq. ~5!# and
typified by the sign of their intercept with theK2 axis. Any non-
trivial reorientation proceeds via the canted phase or via the sh
region of metastability. Our system is found to evolve along a s
ment like AZ (b,0, a,0). Arrows on the linear trajectoryAZ
indicate increasing thickness. See also text.
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could be taken as the known bulk values for cobalt.17,18No-
tably, the first equation alone suffices to yieldK1s , whereby
only dR is required and it is given by the experimental
very-well-defined border of the white zone in Fig. 2~a!. For
the system under discussion we findK1s50.80 erg/cm2 and
K2s520.14 erg/cm2 ~room temperature! with an estimated
error of about 5%.

Note that obtaining the above values presumed, on
one hand, very general considerations and, on the other h
a direct experimental input of the thicknessesdP and dR .
This provides for an independent consistency check on
whole scheme. Indeed, inserting the required quantities
the expression forb given in Eq.~7!, one getsb,0 in ac-
cordance with the examined scenario which anticipates,
does not by itself guarantee prior to the experimental-d
input, a negative intercept. Remarkably, the value ofK1s
thus determined is almost identical with the value
0.83 erg/cm2 determined previously in an entirely indepe
dent procedure6 based on micromagnetic doma
considerations.19 Besides, the value ofK1s compares reason
ably well with estimates by other authors.10–12,17

Altogether, we believe to have given a both detailed a
consistent physical picture for the reorientation transition
Co/Au ultrathin films and an accompanying lucid method
the determination of the surface anisotropy constantsK1s and
K2s under the assumption that the bulk constants are th
known from the literature. By implementing a cross-che
experimentaland theoretical reasoning, the advantages of
wedge-shaped geometry have been exploited to the fu
identify a metrologically significant mapping~‘‘snapshot’’!
of the thickness-driven flow of the system in the anisotro
space.

Y.M. gratefully acknowledges a Max Planck Society Fe
lowship, work related to Contract No.F560/NSF~Sofia!.
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